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(54) METHOD FOR REALIZING SYNCHRONIZATION MANAGEMENT OF ACCOUNT INFORMATION 
ON WEB INTERFACE IN MULTI-SYSTEM DAS

(57) A method of achieving synchronization manage-
ment of account information of a World Wide Web (WEB)
interface in a multi-system Distributed Antenna System
(DAS) is provided, including: a security verification ini-
tialization of the WEB interface when a single system
device in the multi-system DAS is started, a current user
information synchronization of a WEB interface between
systems in the multi-system DAS, and a key book syn-
chronization of WEB account information between the
systems in the multi-system DAS. With the adoption of
the method, synchronization management of the account
information of the WEB interface in the multi-system DAS
may be achieved, so that a management mode is sim-
plified, and management efficiency is improved, informa-
tion of a current WEB user is synchronized, integration
of WEB user statuses and automatic login of multiple
systems are achieved. In this way cumbersome repeated
processes are eliminated, the key book is automatically
updated and synchronized, and accordingly multiple sys-
tems use the same account information key book. In ad-
dition, a host system implements unified addition, dele-
tion and modification, thereby improving security, unity
and clarity to a certain extent, and taking all factors into
consideration accordingly.
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Description

Cross-reference to Related Applications

[0001] The present invention claims priority of Chinese
Patent Application No. 201810328923.8, filed to China
Patent Office on April 13, 2018. Contents of the present
invention are hereby incorporated by reference in entirety
of the Chinese Patent Application.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates to the technical
field of World Wide Web (WEB) technologies and em-
bedded application software of a Distributed Antenna
System (DAS), and mainly to a method of achieving syn-
chronization management of account information of a
World Wide Web (WEB) interface in a multi-system DAS.

Background

[0003] A Distributed Antenna System (DAS) is a net-
work consisting of multiple antennas distributed inside a
building and specially configured to provide wireless in-
door coverage. The DAS may include an active system
and a passive system.
[0004] A World Wide Web (WEB) refers to a global
wide area network, and the WEB is a global, dynamically
interactive and cross-platform distributed graphic infor-
mation system based on hypertext and a Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The WEB is a network service
established on the Internet, and provides a visitor with a
graphical and accessible intuitive interface to find and
browse information on the Internet. A file and a hyperlink
may organize information nodes on the Internet into a
mesh structure in which the information nodes are related
to each other.
[0005] Account information refers to an account name,
an account password, an account online status and the
like, and common operations of the account information
may include: login, logout, account addition, account de-
letion, modification of the password and the account
name, and the like.
[0006] Synchronization refers to that at least two quan-
tities changing with time maintain a certain relative rela-
tionship in a changing process, events occurring in a sys-
tem are coordinated, and consistency and unification oc-
cur in time. The synchronization implemented in the sys-
tem is also known as "in time" and "synchronous, in sync".
[0007] A BOA server is a small and high-efficiency web
server and an http server operating under a unix or linux
environment, compatible with a Common Gateway Inter-
face (CGI) and configured for a single task of an embed-
ded system, with an open source code and high perform-
ance.
[0008] Asynchronous Javascript And XML (AJAX),
namely, asynchronous JavaScript and Extensive Markup
Language (XML), is a webpage development technology

of creating an interactive webpage application. The AJAX
is used for creating a rapid dynamic webpage and able
to update part of the webpage under a situation that the
whole webpage does not need to be loaded again.
Through a small amount of data exchange with the server
in the background, AJAX may make the webpage
achieve asynchronous update. It means that some part
of the webpage may be updated under a situation that
the whole webpage does not need to be loaded again.
[0009] A Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is an in-
terface standard between an external application pro-
gram (a CGI program) and the web server, and is a proc-
ess of transmitting information between the CGI program
and the Web server. According to CGI specification, the
Web server implements the external programs and out-
puts to a web browser. The CGI transforms a group of
simple static hypermedia files of the Web into a complete
and new interactive media. The CGI may be written in
any language, including C, C + +, VB, Delphi and other
languages, as long as the language has standard input,
output and environment variables.
[0010] Embedded software refers to an operating sys-
tem and development tool software embedded into hard-
ware. The embedded software is software based on de-
sign of an embedded system. The embedded software
is also one kind of computer software and consists of
programs and files of the programs. The embedded soft-
ware may be subdivided into three categories: system
software, support software and application software and
is an important part of the embedded system.
[0011] A File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is configured to
implement a two-way transmission of a control file on the
Internet, and is a client/server system. A user may con-
nect with an FTP server program on a remote host
through a client program compatible with an FTP proto-
col. The user sends a command to the server program
through the client program, and the server program im-
plements the command sent by the user and returns a
result of implementation to the client. For example, the
user sends one command, to request the server to trans-
fer a copy of a certain file to the user. The server may
respond to the command and send a specified file to a
machine of the user. The client program may receive the
file on behalf of the user and store this file in a directory
of the user.
[0012] The management of the WEB interface of the
DAS is used in a single system at present. While the
WEB of the DAS consisting of multiple systems often
needs independent management of each single system,
with low efficiency, cumbersome operation, and con-
fused authority. Therefore, a method of synchronous
management of account information in of a WEB inter-
face in a multi-systems DAS is in urgent need.

Summary

[0013] At least some embodiments of the present in-
vention provide a method of achieving synchronization
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management of account information of a WEB interface
in a multi-system DAS, so as at least to partially solve
above-mentioned problem in the related art.
[0014] In an embodiment of the present invention, a
synchronization management of the account information
of the WEB interface in the multi-system DAS is provided.
The synchronization management of the account infor-
mation of the WEB interface in the multi-system DAS
may include: a front-end interface system of WEB, a
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) data request transfer
system and an embedded application program synchro-
nization system.
[0015] The front-end interface system of the WEB in-
cludes a browser, a webpage file program and a BOA
server.
[0016] The front-end interface system is compatible
with at least one mainstream browser. The browser pars-
es a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file, an Exten-
sive Markup Language (XML) file, a Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS) file and other files, displays the WEB inter-
face to a user and provides an operating interface, and
dynamically parses and calls a JavaScript program to
respond to an operation of the user.
[0017] The Webpage file program includes the HTML
file, the CSS file, the XML file, the JavaScript program
and the like. The HTML file describes a user login win-
dow, a user exit button, a user management interface
and other elements, and cites most files and programs
required by the front end of the WEB. The XML file de-
scribes at least one engineering parameter and the like
of a WEB system of the DAS. The CSS file stipulates a
display style of the WEB interface. The JavaScript pro-
gram dynamically responds to the operation of the WEB
Interface, including submission of a login status query,
obtaining of a user name and a password when clicking
and logging in, a pop-up window during user manage-
ment, obtaining of input of a sheet, submission of a
GET/POST request and obtaining of returned informa-
tion, setting of host-slave signs of the system, and 5-
second timing to reset a query event.
[0018] The BOA server provides the browser with the
abovementioned webpage file program, responds to a
request of the browser to return, calls a CGI routine, and
the like.
[0019] The CGI data request transfer system includes:
the CGI routine and a CGI server program.
[0020] The CGI routine is a CGI program called when
the BOA server responds to a request of the WEB, with
functions of obtaining environment variable request data,
implementing standard output of a reply data request,
parsing a data command, a reorganization data com-
mand and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) forwarding da-
ta, acting as a transfer service routine between a WEB
server and a background CGI server program, parsing
verification of a user password, account addition, account
deletion, a password modification command, modifica-
tion and query of a key book, connection to a data link
for verification and the like.

[0021] The CGI server program, as a background op-
erating program after starting, receives a CGI routine da-
ta package, parsing a command, reorganizing a mobile
protocol data package, parses a mobile protocol pack-
age, and acting as a data link transfer station between a
front-end system and an underlying system.
[0022] The embedded application program synchroni-
zation system includes a host system service program,
a slave system service program and a File Transfer Pro-
tocol (FTP) system.
[0023] The host system service program receives and
parses mobile protocol data sent by the CGI server pro-
gram, updates login and logout statuses of a local user
and a login user name, calculates CRC16 verification of
the key book, receives a heartbeat package of each slave
system, integrates the login and logout statuses and the
login user name of the each system, broadcasts and is-
sues login and logout information, the login user name
and CRC16 verification of the key book based on the
UDP, and resets the login status after 5min.
[0024] The slave system service program receives and
parses the mobile protocol data sent by the CGI server
program, reports the login and logout statuses and the
login user name of the local user, updates the login and
logout statuses and the login user name of the local user
according to a broadcast package of the host system and
a data package of the CGI server program, calculates
CRC16 verification of a local key book and compares the
CRC16 verification of the local key book with CRC16
verification of a broadcast key book of a host system,
and determines whether to start an FTP download rou-
tine.
[0025] As to FTP system, an FTP server is configured
in the host system to provide a key file download service;
an Application Programmers Interface (API) of an FTP
client is configured inside a slave server program to
download a key book file in the FTP server of the host
system.
[0026] The at least some embodiments of the present
invention achieves management and synchronization of
the account information of the WEB interface of the multi-
system DAS through the front-end interface system of
the WEB, the CGI data request transfer system and the
embedded application program synchronization system,
and the method of achieving synchronization manage-
ment of account information on the WEB interface in the
multi-system DAS may include: a security verification in-
itialization of the WEB interface when a single system
device in the multi-system DAS is started, a password
verification and logout submission synchronization sign
of the WEB interface of the single system device in the
multi-system DAS, synchronization of the login and log-
out status and the user name of the WEB interface be-
tween the systems in the multi-system DAS and a key
book synchronization of the WEB account information
between the systems in the multi-system DAS.
[0027] For the security verification initialization of the
WEB interface when the single system device in the multi-
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system DAS is started, a password of an empty account
is submitted by directly using an AJAX-GET method
when the single system device is started to achieve the
initialization of the WEB interface. A verification process
may include: a homepage code request, a login window
code request, automatic verification of the password of
the empty account, a control right of the login window
and triggering of a clicking event.
[0028] For the current user information synchroniza-
tion of the WEB interface between the systems in the
multi-system DAS, synchronization of the login and log-
out information between the multiple systems is achieved
through synchronizing status information of WEB user in
the single system to an embedded application program
and master-slave communication of an embedded appli-
cation program between the multiple systems. A synchro-
nization process may include: synchronization of an ac-
count password verification request in the single system,
a logout request and a login status to the embedded ap-
plication program, reporting of a local login status based
on a heartbeat of a slave system, integration of the sta-
tuses of the systems by a host system, sending of the
UDP broadcast package, and modification of the local
status by the slave system.
[0029] The key book synchronization of the WEB ac-
count information between the systems in the multi-sys-
tem DAS is achieved through implementing unified man-
agement of the account information by using the host
system in the multiple systems and managing the slave
system with broadcast packages and downloading and
updating the key book based on the FTP. A synchroni-
zation process may include: a host account management
operation, broadcasting, by the host system, a Cyclical
Redundancy Check (CRC) 16 verification code of the key
book, and comparing, by the slave system, the CRC16
verification code with a local verification code to deter-
mine whether to download a latest key book from the
host system based on the FTP.
[0030] The beneficial effects of the at least some em-
bodiments of the present invention are as follows. The
management of the WEB account information of the mul-
ti-system DAS is achieved through the whole set of sys-
tem. The synchronization of the user status information
is achieved by combining submission of the login and
logout signs and the user name to the embedded appli-
cation program with communication between the host
and slave systems, unified management of the host sys-
tem is achieved by account management authority, com-
parison of the CRC16 verification of the key book and
automatic download of the FTP. In this way, a malicious
operation is avoided, automatic login and timeout login
of the WEB interface are achieved by inquiring the em-
bedded software once every 5 seconds upon clicking the
webpage and implementing 5min login resetting, and the
unified synchronization management of the multiple sys-
tems may be achieved without an individual operation of
the each system.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0031]

Fig. 1 is a structural diagram of a front-end interface
system of the World Wide Web (WEB) according to
an optional embodiment of present invention.
Fig. 2 is a structural diagram of a Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) data request transfer system accord-
ing to an optional embodiment of present invention.
Fig. 3 is a structural diagram of an embedded appli-
cation program synchronization system according to
an optional embodiment of present invention.
Fig. 4 is a flowchart of initialization of a homepage
according to an optional embodiment of present in-
vention.
Fig. 5 is a display diagram of a homepage according
to an optional embodiment of present invention.
Fig. 6 is a control flowchart of a login window accord-
ing to an optional embodiment of present invention.
Fig. 7 is a flowchart of WEB synchronization of mul-
tiple systems according to an optional embodiment
of present invention.
Fig. 8 is a flowchart of user management of a host
system according to an optional embodiment of
present invention.
Fig. 9 is a flowchart of updating of a key book of a
slave system according to an optional embodiment
of present invention.

Detailed Description

[0032] The present invention will be introduced below
in detail in combination with drawings.
[0033] Synchronization management of account infor-
mation of a World Wide Web (WEB) interface in a multi-
system Distributed Antenna System (DAS) may include:
a front-end interface system of the WEB, a Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) data request transfer system
and an embedded application software synchronization
system.
[0034] A structural diagram of the front-end interface
system of the WEB is shown in Fig. 1, and the front-end
interface system of the WEB includes a browser, a web-
page file program and a BOA server.
[0035] The browser may include: file parsing and a us-
er operation.
[0036] A Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file, an
Extensive Markup Language (XML) file, a Cascading
Style Sheet (CSS) file and the like are parsed, and con-
tents after parsing may be displayed in a window. A login
window displays related contents, including user man-
agement, an engineering parameter and controls of other
elements.
[0037] The user operation may include: login, logout,
the user management, other setting, webpage clicking,
as to provide a user with an operating space.
[0038] The webpage file program may mainly include:
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a HTML file, a CSS file, an XML file and a JavaScript
program.
[0039] The HTML file describes a user login window,
a user exit button, a user management interface and oth-
er elements, and cites most files and programs required
by the front end of the WEB.
[0040] The XML file describes at least one engineering
parameter and the like of a WEB system of the DAS.
[0041] The CSS file stipulates a display style of a WEB
interface.
[0042] The JavaScript program dynamically responds
to an operation of the WEB interface, including submis-
sion of a query of a login status, obtaining of a user name
and a password when clicking and logging in, a pop-up
window during user management, obtaining of input of a
sheet, submission of a GET/POST request and obtaining
of returned information, setting of a master-slave sign of
the system, 5-second timing to reset a query event, and
the like.
[0043] The BOA server provides the browser with the
abovementioned webpage file program, responds to the
request of the browser to return, calls a CGI routine and
the like.
[0044] A structural diagram of the CGI data request
transfer system is shown in Fig. 2, and the CGI data re-
quest transfer system includes: the CGI routine and a
CGI server program.
[0045] The CGI routine may include: parsing and reply
of a WEB request, and management of a key book.
[0046] A function of parsing and replying the WEB re-
quest refers to obtaining of environment variable request
data, standard output of a reply data request, parsing of
a data command, a reorganization data command and
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) forwarding data, and a
role of a transfer service routine between a WEB server
and a background CGI server program.
[0047] The management of the key book may specifi-
cally refer to parsing of verification of a user password,
account addition, account deletion, password modifica-
tion command, and modification and query of a key book.
[0048] The CGI server program, as a background op-
erating program upon starting, receives a CGI routine
package and a parsing command, reorganizes a mobile
protocol package, parses a mobile protocol package, and
acts as a data link transfer station between a front-end
system and an embedded application program of an un-
derlying system.
[0049] A structural diagram of an embedded applica-
tion program synchronization system is shown in Fig. 3,
and the synchronization system includes: a host system
service program, a slave system service program and a
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) system.
[0050] Functions of the host system service program
may include: management of a local WEB user and syn-
chronization management of a system user.
[0051] The management of the local WEB user is to
receive and parse mobile protocol data sent by the CGI
server program, provide and update login and logout sta-

tuses and login user name of the local user, calculate
CRC16 verification of the key book, and reset the login
status within 5min.
[0052] The synchronization management of the sys-
tem user is to receive a heartbeat package of each slave
system and integrate the login and logout statuses and
the login user name of the each system, broadcast and
issue login and logout statuses and the login user name
of the system with the UDP, and implement CRC16 ver-
ification of the key book.
[0053] Functions of the slave system service program
may include: management of the local WEB user and
synchronization of the system user identical with those
of a host system.
[0054] The synchronization of the system user is to
report the login and logout statuses and the login user
name of the local user, update the login and logout sta-
tuses and the login user name of the local user according
to a broadcast data package of the host system, calculate
CRC16 verification of a local key book and compare the
CRC16 verification of the local key book with the CRC16
verification of a broadcast key book of the host system,
and determine whether to start an FTP download routine.
[0055] The FTP system may include: an FPT server
and an Application Programmers Interface (API) inter-
face of an FTP client.
[0056] The FPT server is configured on the host sys-
tem, for providing a service of downloading a key book
file.
[0057] The API interface of the FTP client is configured
inside the slave service program, for downloading the
key book file in the FPT server of the host system.
[0058] In an optional embodiment of the present inven-
tion, a password of an empty account is submitted by
directly using an Asynchronous Javascript And XML
(AJAX)-GET method when the system is started, so as
to achieve initialization of the WEB interface. And a ver-
ification process may include: a homepage code request,
a login window code request, automatic verification of
the password of the empty account, a control right of the
login window and triggering of a clicking event. The fol-
lowing steps may be included.
[0059] At Step 1, a homepage is initialized, as shown
in Fig. 4.
[0060] At Step 101, the browser requests a homepage
file when accessing to a WEB homepage.
[0061] At Step 102, the BOA server responds to a cor-
responding request.
[0062] At Step 103, the browser parses the homepage
file and a cited file of this homepage file, and a program
display homepage.
[0063] At Step 104, the JavaScript program calls the
AJAX-GET method to request the CGI to verify an ac-
count password and a relevant webpage file.
[0064] At Step 105, the BOA server responds to call
the CGI routine.
[0065] At Step 106, the CGI routine sends protocol da-
ta to the CGI server program.
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[0066] At Step 107, the CGI server program reads an
XML file of the homepage and an HTML file of the login
window.
[0067] At Step 108, a CGI server verifies a password
of a failed empty account.
[0068] At Step 109, the CGI server returns the verified
data to the CGI routine.
[0069] At Step 110, the CGI routine uses a standard
output to return contents in response to a WEB request.
[0070] At Step 111, the JavaScript program receives
the request, and returns and parses the webpage file, as
shown in Fig. 5.
[0071] At Step 2, automatic verification of a user login
sign fails.
[0072] At Step 201, a WEB program fails to receive a
verification return sign.
[0073] At Step 202, the login window is hidden, and a
control sign is modified.
[0074] At Step 203, display and closing management
of a logout window is handed over to the embedded ap-
plication program for control.
[0075] At Step 3, the login window is controlled, as
shown in Fig. 6.
[0076] At Step 301, the CGI is requested to inquire the
login sign and a system model in case of any clicking
event.
[0077] At Step 302, the CGI server program sends que-
ry protocol data to the embedded application program.
[0078] At Step 303, the embedded software returns a
local record status.
[0079] At Step 304, when the JavaScript program re-
ceives a request response indicating that login has been
implemented, the login window will not be displayed,
when the JavaScript program receives the request re-
sponse indicating that login has not been implemented,
the login window will be displayed. Other operations are
prohibited, and a master-slave system sign is recorded
at the same time.
[0080] At Step 305, a 5-second one-time clicking event
is set to submit an AJAX-GET request, and a query step
may be repeated by clicking again after 5 seconds.
[0081] Traditional user management of the WEB inter-
face generally records and clears the login status through
cookies and other browsers, and the WEB program con-
trols display of the login window. The beneficial effects
of this embodiment of the present invention are as fol-
lows. A record value of the underlying server program of
the system is inquired directly by clicking the webpage,
so as to implement automatic login and logout, an oper-
ating process is hidden, and the underlying service pro-
gram of the system controls the login window, thereby
providing a foundation for the automatic login of multiple
systems in the method.
[0082] In an optional embodiment of the present inven-
tion, synchronization of login and logout information be-
tween the multiple systems is achieved through synchro-
nizing the status information of the WEB user in the single
system to an embedded application program and master-

slave communication of the embedded application pro-
gram of the system between the multiple systems, herein.
And a synchronization process may include: synchroni-
zation of verification request of an account password in-
side the single system, a logout request, the login status
to the embedded application program, reporting of the
local login status based on a heartbeat of a slave system,
integration of all system statuses and sending of UDP
broadcast package by a host system, and modification
of a local status by the slave system. As shown in Fig.
7, the following steps may be included.
[0083] At Step 1, the login and logout of the user are
submitted.
[0084] At Step 101, a user calls the AJAX-GET method
through the JavaScript program to request the CGI for a
login or logout action when clicking login or logout after
inputting the account password.
[0085] At Step 102, the CGI server program inquires
the key book when logging in and returns a verification
result or cleans the user password when logging out.
[0086] At Step 103, when the JavaScript program re-
ceives a response sign indicating a login failure or indi-
cating the logout, the login window will be displayed; and
when the verification is successful, the login window is
closed.
[0087] At Step 2, the status of the WEB user is syn-
chronized.
[0088] At Step 201, when logging in successfully or
logging out, the JavaScript program calls the AJAX-GET
method to request the CGI to set the login sign or a logout
sign.
[0089] At Step 202, the CGI server program sends set-
ting protocol data to the embedded application program.
[0090] At Step 203, the embedded application program
updates a local login sign, a local logout sign and a login
user name.
[0091] At Step 3, the embedded application program
of the each system resets the logout sign as "Not logout"
and resets the login sign as "Not login" upon starting.
[0092] At Step 4, the slave system reports to the host
system according to a successful login or logout setting
value of the WEB and the login user based on the heart-
beat package.
[0093] At Step 5, the host system counts login and lo-
gout statuses and the users of all systems upon receiving
the heartbeat package reported by the slave system.
[0094] At Step 6, a local system is set with an identical
sign when polling to a login or logout sign of a specific
slave system, and the sign is recorded as a status of the
whole system.
[0095] At Step 7, the status and the user name of the
whole system are broadcast to each slave system.
[0096] At Step 8, the each slave system extracts a rel-
evant sign upon receiving the broadcast package to up-
date the local login and logout statuses and the user.
[0097] At Step 9, the user of the WEB interface returns
a status after synchronization when clicking to inquire
the embedded application program.
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[0098] At Step 10, the logout status is reset as "Not
logout" after 15 seconds, as not to be in the login status,
and a specific single system is synchronized as "Logout"
when logging in.
[0099] At Step 11, the login sign is reset and the user
name is cleaned after 5min, and the user needs to log in
again.
[0100] The traditional user management of the WEB
interface is used in the single system. In case of the WEB
interface of the multi-system DAS, individual login and
logout and other operations need to be implemented for
the each system. In this way, efficiency is low, and it is
bad for management of the whole system. The beneficial
effect of this embodiment of the present invention is as
follows. The login and logout of the multiple systems may
be achieved through the login and logout of the single
system.
[0101] The unified management of the account infor-
mation of the host system in the multiple systems is
achieved through managing the slave with the broadcast
package and downloading and updating the key book
based on the FTP. A synchronization process may in-
clude: a host account management operation, broad-
casting, by the host system, a CRC16 verification code
of the key book by the host, comparing, by the slave
system, the CRC16 verification code with a local verifi-
cation code to determine whether to download a latest
key book from the host system based on the FTP. The
flowchart is shown in the figure, and may include the fol-
lowing steps.
[0102] At Step 1, the host system achieves account
addition, account deletion and password modification in
the account management in a unified way, as shown in
Fig. 8.
[0103] At Step 101, the user calls the JavaScript pro-
gram and a relevant API interface in response to opera-
tions of adding the user, deleting the user, modifying the
password and the like by clicking the user management
in the WEB interface.
[0104] At Step 102, whether the WEB interface of a
system belongs to the host system is determined. When
the WEB interface of the system does not belong to the
host system, the user management operation is prohib-
ited to be implemented, so as to achieve a purpose of
unified management of the user information by the host
system.
[0105] At Step 103, whether a current user logging in
is an "admin" super-user is determined; when the current
user logging in is not the "admin" super-user, the current
user is prohibited to perform any operation, and a level
of authority is differentiated.
[0106] At Step 103, the CGI is requested to implement
the user management.
[0107] At Step 104, a CGI routine reads the key book
of the account to implement addition, deletion, modifica-
tion and other operations and requests the result.
[0108] At Step 105, the JavaScript program of the WEB
interface receives a request reply indicating that the op-

eration is successful, the CGI is requested again to syn-
chronize with the embedded application program.
[0109] At Step 106, the CGI server program sends the
protocol data to inform embedded software of updating
CRC verification of a key book of a local account.
[0110] At Step 107, the embedded application program
reads the key book of the account and calculates and
stores the CRC16 verification.
[0111] At Step 2, the host system implements packag-
ing for the CRC verification of the key book of the account
to obtain a packaged result and broadcasts the packaged
result to the each slave system based on the UDP.
[0112] At Step 3, the each slave system updates the
key book of the local account, as shown in Fig. 9.
[0113] At Step 301, the slave system compares the
CRC verification of the key book of the account in the
broadcast package with that stored locally, to obtain sim-
ilarities and differences.
[0114] At Step 302, in case of the difference, the FTP
is called to download the API interface, to download the
latest key book of the account from the host system.
[0115] At Step 303, verification is implemented accord-
ing to the latest key book of the account after logging in
the WEB account of the each slave system.
[0116] The beneficial effects of this embodiment of the
present invention are as follows. The host system may
implement unified management of the user addition, user
deletion, password modification of the multiple system.
In this way the management is more unified and more
explicit. In addition, downloading based on the FTP after
comparison of the key book is newer, more concise, more
accurate and more efficient when the CRC16 is calculat-
ed.
[0117] It should be understood that equivalent replace-
ments or variations of the technical solution and inventive
concept of the present invention by those skilled in the
art should belong to the scope of protection of appended
claims of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method of achieving synchronization management
of account information of a World Wide Web (WEB)
interface in a multi-system Distributed Antenna Sys-
tem (DAS), comprising: a security verification initial-
ization of the WEB interface when a single system
device in the multi-system DAS is started, a current
user information synchronization of the WEB inter-
face between systems in the multi-system DAS, and
a key book synchronization of WEB account infor-
mation between the systems in the multi-system
DAS;
wherein the security verification initialization of the
WEB interface when the single system device in the
multi-system DAS is started comprises: submitting
a password of an empty account by directly using an
AJAX-GET method when the single system device
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is started to achieve a WEB webpage initialization,
wherein a verification process comprises: a
homepage code request, a login window code re-
quest, automatic verification of the password of the
empty account, a control right of a login window and
triggering of a clicking event;
wherein the current user information synchronization
of the WEB interface between the systems in the
multi-system DAS comprises: achieving synchroni-
zation of login and logout information between mul-
tiple systems through synchronizing status informa-
tion of a WEB user in the single system to an em-
bedded application program and master-slave com-
munication of an embedded application program be-
tween the multiple systems, wherein a synchroniza-
tion process comprises: synchronization of a verifi-
cation request of an account password in the single
system, a logout request, a login status to a service
program, reporting of a local login status based on
a heartbeat of a slave system, integration of system
statuses and sending of a User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) broadcast package by a host system, and
modification of a local status by the slave system;
wherein the key book synchronization of the WEB
account information between the systems in the mul-
ti-system DAS comprises: implementing unified
management of the account information by using the
host system in the multiple systems, managing the
slave system with broadcast packages, and down-
loading and updating the key book based on a File
Transfer Protocol (FTP), wherein a synchronization
process comprises: a host account management op-
eration, broadcasting, by the host system, a Cyclical
Redundancy Check (CRC)16 verification code of the
key book, and comparing, by the slave system, the
CRC16 verification code with a local verification code
to determine whether to download a latest key book
from the host system based on the FTP.

2. The method of achieving synchronization manage-
ment of account information on the WEB interface
in the multi-system DAS as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the security verification initialization of the
WEB interface when the single system device in the
multi-system DAS is started comprises the following
steps:

Step 1, initializing a homepage;

Step 101, requesting, by a browser, a
homepage file when accessing to a WEB
homepage;
Step 102, responding, by a BOA server, to
a corresponding request;
Step 103, parsing, by the browser, the
homepage file and a cited file of this
homepage file, and a program display
homepage;

Step 104, calling, by a JavaScript program,
an Asynchronous Javascript And XML
(AJAX)-GET method to request a Common
Gateway Interface (CGI) to verify the ac-
count password and relevant webpage file;
Step 105, responding, by the BOA server,
to call a CGI routine;
Step 106, sending, by the CGI routine, pro-
tocol data to a CGI server program;
Step 107, reading, by the CGI server pro-
gram, an Extensive Markup Language
(XML) file of the homepage and a Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) file of a login win-
dow;
Step 108, verifying, by a CGI server, a pass-
word of a failed empty account;
Step 109, returning, by the CGI server, the
verified data to the CGI routine;
Step 110, using, by the CGI routine, a stand-
ard output to return contents in response to
a WEB request;
Step 111, receiving, by the JavaScript pro-
gram, the request, returning and parsing the
webpage file;

Step 2, failing to implement automatic verifica-
tion of a user login sign;

Step 201, failing, by the WEB program, to
receive a verification return sign;
Step 202, hiding the login window, and mod-
ifying a control sign;
Step 203, handling over display and closing
management of a logout window to the em-
bedded application program for control;

Step 3, controlling the login window;

Step 301, requesting the CGI to inquire the
login sign and a system model in case of
any clicking event;
Step 302, sending, by the CGI server pro-
gram, query protocol data to the embedded
application program;
Step 303, returning, by the embedded soft-
ware, a local record status;
Step 304, when the JavaScript program re-
ceives a request response indicating that
login has been implemented, not displaying
the login window, when the JavaScript pro-
gram receives the request response indi-
cating that login has not been implemented,
displaying the login window, prohibiting any
other operation, and recording a master-
slave system sign at the same time; and
Step 305, setting a 5-second one-time click-
ing event to submit an AJAX-GET request,
and repeating a query step by clicking again
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after 5 seconds.

3. The method of achieving synchronization manage-
ment of account information on the WEB interface
in the multi-system DAS as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the current user information synchronization
of the WEB interface between the systems in the
multi-system DAS comprises the following steps:

Step 1, submitting login and logout of a user;

Step 101, calling the AJAX-GET method
through the JavaScript program when the
user clicks login or logout after inputting the
account password, to request CGI for a
login or logout action;
Step 102, inquiring, by the CGI server pro-
gram, the key book when logging in and re-
turning a verification result or cleaning the
password of the user when logging out;
Step 103, when the JavaScript program re-
ceives a response sign indicating a login
failure or indicating the logout, displaying
the login window; and when the verification
is successful, closing the login window;

Step 2, synchronizing a status of the WEB user;

Step 201, when logging in successfully or
logging out, calling, by the JavaScript pro-
gram, the AJAX-GET method to request the
CGI to set a login sign or a logout sign;
Step 202, sending, by the CGI server pro-
gram, setting protocol data to the embed-
ded application program;
Step 203, updating, by the embedded ap-
plication program, a local login sign, a local
logout sign and a login user name;

Step 3, resetting, by the embedded application
program of the each system, the logout sign as
"Not logout" and resetting the login sign as "Not
login" upon starting;
Step 4, reporting, by the slave system, to the
host system according to a successful login or
logout setting value of the WEB and the login
user based on a heartbeat package;
Step 5, counting, by the host system, login and
logout statuses and users of all systems upon
receiving the heartbeat package reported by the
slave system;
Step 6, setting a local system with an identical
sign when polling to the login or logout sign of a
specific slave system, and recording the sign as
a status of the whole system;
Step 7, broadcasting the status and the user
name of the whole system to each slave system;
Step 8, extracting, by the each slave system, a

relevant sign upon receiving the broadcast
package to update the local login and logout sta-
tuses and the user;
Step 9, returning, by the user of the WEB inter-
face, a status after synchronization when click-
ing to inquire the embedded application pro-
gram;
Step 10, resetting the logout status as "Not log-
out" after 15 seconds, as not to be in the login
status, and synchronizing a specific single sys-
tem as "Logout" when logging in; and
Step 11, resetting the login sign and cleaning
the user name after 5min, and logging in again.

4. The method of achieving synchronization manage-
ment of account information on the WEB interface
in the multi-system DAS as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the key book synchronization of the WEB
account information between the systems in the mul-
ti-system DAS comprises the following steps:

Step 1, achieving, by the host system, account
addition, account deletion and password modi-
fication in the account management in a unified
way;

Step 101, calling the JavaScript program
and a relevant Application Programmers In-
terface (API) interface in response to oper-
ations of adding the user, deleting the user,
modifying the password and the like by
clicking the user management in the WEB
interface;
Step 102, determining whether the WEB in-
terface of a system belongs to the host sys-
tem; when the WEB interface of the system
does not belong to the host system, prohib-
iting implementing the user management,
so as to achieve a purpose of unified man-
agement of the user information by the host
system;
Step 103, determining whether a current us-
er logging in is an "admin" super-user; when
the current user logging in is not the "admin"
super-user, prohibiting allowing any opera-
tion, and differentiating a level of authority;
Step 103, requesting the CGI to implement
the user management;
Step 104, reading, by a CGI routine, the key
book of the account to implement addition,
deletion, modification and other operations
and requesting a result;
Step 105, when the JavaScript program of
the WEB interface receives a request reply
indicating that the operation is successful,
requesting the CGI again to synchronize
with the embedded application program;
Step 106, sending, by the CGI server pro-
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gram, protocol data to inform embedded
software of updating CRC verification of a
key book of a local account;
Step 107, reading, by the embedded appli-
cation program, the key book of the account
and calculating and storing the CRC16 ver-
ification;

Step 2, implementing, by the host system, pack-
aging for the CRC verification of the key book
of the account to obtain a packaged result and
broadcasting the packaged result to the each
slave system based on the UDP;
Step 3, updating, by the each slave system, the
key book of the local account;

Step 301, comparing, by the slave system,
the CRC verification of the key book of the
account in the broadcast package with the
one stored locally storage, to obtain similar-
ities and differences;
Step 302, in case of the difference, calling
the FTP to download the API interface, to
download a latest key book of the account
from the host system; and
Step 303, after logging in the WEB account
of the each slave system, implementing ver-
ification according to the latest key book of
the account.
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